We employed molecular dynamics simulations on the water solvation of conically shaped carbon nanoparticles. We explored the hydrophobic behaviour of the nanoparticles and investigated microscopically the cavitation of water in a conical confinement with different angles. We performed additional molecular dynamics simulations in which the carbon structures do not interact with water as if they were in vacuum. We detected a waving on the surface of the cones that resembles the shape agitations of artificial water channels and biological porins. The surface waves were induced by the pentagonal carbon rings (in an otherwise hexagonal network of carbon rings) concentrated near the apex of the cones. The waves were affected by the curvature gradients on the surface. They were almost undetected for the case of an armchair nanotube. Understanding such nanoscale phenomena is the key to better designed molecular models for membrane systems and nanodevices for energy applications and separation.
Introduction
Molecular level simulations are useful in the interpretation of experimental measurements and the validation of computational approximations and theoretical assumptions. Their indisputable utility has led to the development of a wealth of molecular dynamics (MD) codes focusing on different fields of application in chemistry. Today, the available MD software codes provide the user a prosperity for capabilities in simulation. Some codes are more solid-state oriented with a particular attention to the variety of implemented potentials. Others are mainly designed to simulate structural and dynamic properties of biomolecules with specific potentials developed for that scope [1] [2] [3] . The most widely used programs support a rich set of calculation types, preparation and analysis tools and almost an unlimited set of collective variables. The collective variables can be readily interpreted using custom algorithms and post processing codes aiming to extend the capabilities far beyond those allowed by straightforward molecular dynamics. Among the commonly tested analysis tools, the computation of the gyration radius (R g ) and the root mean squared displacement (rmsd) of nanoparticles are the most applied and referenced. Other important modelling schemes such as umbrella sampling and free energy calculations are well established and yet computationally demanding as they require a sequence of individual submissions of different molecular dynamics runs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In all the currently available software, much effort has been devoted to the efficient exploitation of parallel computing architectures. This offers the advantage of a linear scaling reduction of computational time with the number of the applied processors. Apparently, the preference for certain MD software packages relies upon the computational performance and a versatility to interface with different software.
Molecular simulations of water-carbon interfaces such as water solvated graphitic nanosheets and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), have been a subject of intense investigation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Unravelling the details of water confinement in small sized graphitic pores is important for diverse industrial and medical applications [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Most simulations argue that water dynamical properties vary substantially with pore size and report fast water transport mainly enabled by the smoothness of the carbon walls [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . A special note has been given for narrow sized nanotubes, where it has been observed a spontaneous entry of water molecules through the rim [31] [32] [33] . Pristine carbon nanotubes serve as prototypes for analogous nanosized cylindrical pore channels subjected to surface functionalisation and decoration [34, 35] . They are used regularly to predict how these compounds behave either when they are solvent exposed to membrane substrates or embedded in bilayer environments and polymer matrices [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Today, CNTs are compared to biological porins and biomimetic (artificial) water channels which undergo structural deformations such as spatial variations of the pore size and shape [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Another carbon allotrope that has attracted attention in molecular simulation studies is the carbon nanocones [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Carbon nanocones (CNCs) are cone-shaped sheets of graphene, which moderately resemble open half fullerene structures [55] . They occur in single-and multi-walled formations with different apex angles. Their surface topology comprises regular hexagonal sp 2 carbon rings and 1-5 pentagonal rings concentrated near the apex [56] [57] [58] [59] . CNCs were synthesised by accident in 1995 in the so-called Kvaerner Carbon Black & H 2 process, which decomposes hydrocarbons directly into carbon and H 2 [60, 61] . The process under certain conditions produces a carbon material composed of microstructures, which are approximately 80% flat carbon disks, 5-15% cones with five different apex angles and 5-15% soot [62, 63] . CNCs have promising properties as sensing and actuating elements in nanoscale devices [64, 65] . Among these applications, their usage as atomic force microscopy (AFM) tips is of particular interest [66, 67] . Based on theoretical calculations, the confinement of a carbon cone performs as a reaction nanochamber, where the reaction yields are substantially improved [68] . Recently, CNCs as well as nanohorns (i.e., sharp cones connected to a nanotube at one end) have been considered key unit components in membrane models for water treatment technologies [69] .
Water scarcity is one of the major resource crisis worldwide. Only 3% of Earth's water is fresh and suitable for human consumption. Given the abundance of salty water from seas and oceans, there is a need to purify such water using economical and environmentally-friendly processes. Seawater desalination has long been practised on this issue. The most widely used commercial desalination techniques are reverse osmosis (RO), electrodialysis and nanofiltration. They are all energy-and capital-intensive. Nanoporous membranes promise to be more efficient than the existing technology and may yield savings in energy consumption during RO operations [38, [70] [71] [72] . Experimental and simulation studies manifest that membranes having a nanosized pore network can operate as molecular sieves, likely letting only the water molecules pass through the cavities while excluding the ions of the solvent. Carbon based membranes with micropore size distributions have earned a great merit for research on this outlook.
Conically-shaped carbon nanoparticles promise to be both high water selective and high water permeable, because of an apparent geometrical attribute. The cones are narrow at the neck and wide at the tail. The narrow neck facilitates features such as molecular sieving and the large openings at the back can serve to reduce the hydrodynamic entrance resistance [69] . Prerequisite to such expectations is that the surrounding substrate of the membrane should be impermeable to water (i.e., molecular transport will occur only through the interior of the conic pores) and that the engineered opening hole at the front should take place explicitly at the conic tip, without inducing defects on the side parts of the surface. A complete membrane model for energy applications and separation is very complex and can be hardly implemented using molecular dynamics. One should divide the system of interest into the appropriate model constituents, which can be easily investigated, presumably due to their simplicity, stability and small size. In this respect, we used molecular dynamics of self standing carbon nanocones of different angles embedded in water. We explored the hydrophobic behaviour of conically shaped carbon surfaces and investigated microscopically the cavitation of water in a conic nano-confinement.
We performed additional molecular simulations in which the carbon structures do not interact with water (as if they were in vacuum). We discuss the surface dynamic properties of the cones and demonstrate that these are different in the case of a nanotube.
Materials and Methods
We performed the simulations using the GROMACS molecular dynamics software (2018 series). We established a force field for the carbon nanoparticles on the basis of the OPLS-all-atom (OPLSAA) parameter set [73] . OPLSAA is a well validated atomistic force field, developed to capture the dynamic and structural behaviour of proteins. To make it functional with the carbon nanoparticles, we considered the nanoparticle a single residue and labelled their atoms using atom names and types already referenced in OPLSAA. For instance, we used the OPLSAA reference for naphthalene to set the bonded parameters (bonds, angles, torsions and connectivity) of the sp 2 carbons. We modelled the non-bonded interactions of carbons, using the Lennard-Jones parameters for the aliphatic groups (CH or CH 2 ). We modelled the terminated hydrogen atoms as benzene hydrogens. The forcefield parameters for the nonbonded interactions are listed in Table 1 . We set a zero charge on all the atoms of the nanostructures. We used the BuildCstruct script by Andrea Minoia to build an armchair nanotube CNT(n,n) with a chiral index n = 14 [74, 75] . We set the length of the tube to 3 nm. We modelled CNT (14, 14) , because the diameter of this nanotube, d = 1.9 nm, is similar to the average diameter of the cone models we explored. We included terminated hydrogens on the carbons at the edges of the CNT.
To construct the carbon nanocone models, we removed 1-5 sectors of 60 • from a flat graphene disk and connected the dangling bonds. For each removed sector, we introduced one pentagon at the conic tip. The number of pentagons, n p , at the apex, specifies the angle of the cone, θ, according to: sin(θ/2) = 1 − n p /6. For n p = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], we generated cones with apex angles of 113 • , 84 • , 60 • , 39 • and 19 • , respectively [48, 55, 57] . We only considered the cases with n p = 2, 3 and 4. The pentagons were topologically isolated, meaning that each pentagonal face was surrounded by five hexagons. We used the naphthalene reference to model the bond bending and distortion of the carbon atoms. The atomic coordinates of the nanocone structures can be found online, where we also list a script to convert files with atomic coordinates to a format compatible with GROMACS [76] .
We used a cubic simulation box and set the edges distant at least 1 nm from the nanoparticle. We applied full periodic boundary conditions and a minimum image convention for the interactions. Information about the nanostructures and the cubic boxes is given in Table 2 . We performed short in vacuum molecular dynamics simulations to ensure that we could process the topologies correctly. Next, we inserted the water molecules in the box.
We represented water molecules using the SPC model, which is rigid and includes a single point charge (SPC) and three Lennard-Jones centres. The HOH angle was 109 • . We introduced the water molecules using the gromacs solvate command. The solvate command generated an orthogonal lattice in the box and placed the molecules on the lattice nodes. The total number of the nodes was specified by the box volume and the target density we set for the solvent. For water, the target density was 0.997 gr/cm 3 at 300 K. We submitted the solvate command after inserting the nanoparticle in the box. As a result, some lattice nodes might overlap with the atoms of the solid and thus did not receive a molecule. Thereby, the output density of the solvate command was smaller than the actual target density. In Table 2 , we list the solvate density and the number of water molecules in the cubic boxes. Later, the density was regulated when the system equilibrates in isochoric-isothermal (NVT) or isobaric-isothermal (NPT) conditions. The number of water molecules, N, was held fixed. During the NVT and NPT equilibration stages, the density was locally distributed due to the cavitation of water molecules as they interacted with the carbon walls. In NPT simulations, the box volume was allowed to fluctuate making direct changes on the total solvent density. Table 2 . Properties of the carbon nanocones (CNCs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), the size of the simulation cubes and the initial solvation (water) densities, ρ 0 . CNC(n p = 2) CNC(n p = 3) CNC(n p = 4) CNT ( After solvating the box, we performed a steepest descents minimisation to make the configurational energy drop under the threshold of 100 KJ/mol. We could accomplish this in all cases in fewer than 5000 iterations. We performed a sequence of the two aforementioned equilibration steps, one in isochoric-isothermal (NVT) and one in isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT). The time series of the equilibration steps was 500 ps. This series was sufficient for the temperature and the box volume to converge. We reassigned the velocities every picosecond to speed up the convergence. We used isotropic scaling of the cubic volume by scaling the coordinates of molecular centres. We applied the Langevin integrator to fix the temperature and the Andersen control for the pressure. Finally, the production runs were performed in the NPT for a time series of 1 ns. This was the simulation stage where we collected the averages.
We calculated the radius of gyration using the gyrate command of GROMACS as follows:
where m i is the mass of atom i and r i is the position of atom i with respect to the centre of mass of the nanoparticle.
Results
The gyration radius, R g , of the selected carbon nanocones and nanotube immersed in water is presented in Figure 1 . At equilibrium and for a time sequence of 1 ns simulations, the gyration radius of the nanoparticles remained relatively constant. This denotes a stable folding of the carbon structures in aqueous environment. We collect the time averages of the gyration radius in Figure 1 (right) . We use the y-axis error bars to express the standard deviations. We multiplied the deviations by 5.0 to guide the eye, as they would otherwise be difficult to distinguish from the line points. The standard deviations are proportional to R g . The radius of gyration of the carbon nanocones is appreciably higher than the CNT (14, 14) . The variable is a rough measure of the compactness of the particle. The actual pore shape of a nanocone is less rigid than a nanotube. The gradients in the curvature induce a bond stretching on the carbon atoms, affecting the torsion and the bond angles of the aromatic rings. Apparently, CNCs are more open structures than the CNTs. A vertical cross section of a cone, at a certain distance from the tip is wider for the cones with larger apex angles. This makes the gyration radius to increase with the cone angle. CNC(n p = 2) CNC(n p = 3) CNC(n p = 4)
CNT (14, 14) CNC(n p =2) CNC(n p =3) CNC(n p =4) CNT (14, 14) R g average In Figure 2 , we show a set of surface configurations of the carbon nanoparticles during the molecular dynamics simulations. In the simulations, the nanoparticles were assumed in vacuum as they did not interact with the environment. The figure displays ten time frames from the corresponding trajectories. The interval of the time frames is 10 ps. We fit the trajectory paths using least squares. We aligned the nanoparticle at the centre of the simulation box. When visualising continuous trajectories, centring the nanoparticle is useful for two reasons. First, it removes any periodicity effects by preventing the particle to be shown broken across the box edges. Second, it helps to highlight the relative motion of the surface atoms in respect to a configuration. We observed the waves formed on the surface of the nanostructures. The waves are more intense for the wider angle cones and almost undetected for the nanotube. This is in agreement with the results for the gyration radius, as shown in Figure 1 . We also note that the conical surfaces are relatively rigid close to the tip, presumably due to the high local curvature and the strong position restrains of the carbon atoms on the pentagons. The surface waves amplify towards the cone tail, where the bonded restrictions are reduced. We assume that the bond lengths and bond angles are not equally stretched throughout the structure as they depend on the distance from the conical apex and the cone angle (or the local curvature). The surface aromatic rings can only move in groups inducing three dimensional vibrations to their neighbouring carbons. Notably, similar vibrations and shape agitations were observed on the atoms and surfaces of artificial and biological porins [44, 45] .
We computed the root mean squared displacement (rmsd) of CNT (14, 14) and of the CNCs with different number of pentagons, on the basis of the trajectory of the nanoparticles in NPT at 1 ns. We considered two types of simulations. First, the structures were embedded in water. Second, we presumed they were in vacuum (i.e., the nanoparticles did not interact with water). All simulations were performed at equilibrium and 300 K. To compute the displacements, we used a reference configuration. The reference is a corresponding configuration from the previous NVT equilibration step and with the matching interacting environment (solvent or vacuum). The root mean squared displacements are shown in Figure 3 . At equilibrium and during 1 ns, all displacements are very close to each other and almost all are below 1 Å. The small values denote that the carbon structures are very stable in water. This is expected, as the structures are all hydrophobic. The great variances during the time series, compared to the absolute values, make the different rmsd curves overlap. To clarify this, we present the time averages of rmsd and the standard deviations in Figure 3 (right), in which we can see that the particle displacements are increasing with the cone angle, presumably due to the stronger surface agitation. The nanotube is consistent to this trend, if we consider it a special case of a cone with six pentagons at the tip (n p = 6 or θ = 0 • ). The displacement of the water solvated nanoparticles is slightly further than that of when the particles are considered in vacuum. This implies that water interactions have only a negligible effect to the dynamic trajectory of hydrophobic particles. CNC(n p = 2) CNC(n p = 3) CNC(n p = 4)
CNT (14, 14) in water: in vaccum: CNC(n p = 2) CNC(n p = 3) CNC(n p = 4)
CNT (14, 14) in water: in vaccum:
CNC(n p =2) CNC(n p =3) CNC(n p =4) CNT (14, 14) in water in vacuum rmsd average: Figure 3 . Root mean squared displacement (rmsd) of CNT (14, 14) and CNCs with different number of pentagons, n p , at the tip. The trajectories correspond to NPT simulations at 1 ns and 300 K. As a reference for the displacements, we use a configuration from a previous NVT equilibration step. We consider the nanoparticles embedded in water (blue) or vacuum (purple). Right panel: The average rmsd and the standard deviation.
Representative screenshots for the water solvation of the selected nanoparticles are shown in Figure 4 . The simulation boxes (not shown) are filled with water. However, we only show the water molecules within a distance of 5 Å of the backbone of the particle. Water is represented using a transparent surface. We settle the 5 Å water layer (hydration shell) at some time point, t 0 , of the trajectory. The snapshot configurations, shown in Figure 4 , correspond to different time frames of the same trajectory. In particular, we tabulate the time frames t 0 − dt, t 0 , t 0 + dt and t 0 + 2dt, where dt = 10 ps. Similar to the discussion for Figure 2 , to illustrate the configurations, we apply the minimum image convention and set the centre of mass of the nanoparticles at the centre of the simulation box. The residence time of the molecules in the shell depends on the evolution of their momentum vectors throughout the simulation. At t 0 , the hydration shell appears perfectly smooth and in close contact to the solid surface. At another configuration, there is an amount of water molecules that remains within the shell, while other molecules are detached from it. We acknowledge that at the same time new molecules have entered the shell. This approves the extensive sampling in our simulations. However, we cannot capture the new entrances in the snapshots, because we only draw the molecules contained in the hydration shell at t 0 . time frame: t 0 − dt time frame: t 0 time frame: t 0 + dt time frame: t 0 + 2dt structure: CNC(n p = 2) structure: CNC(n p = 3) structure: CNC(n p = 4) structure: CNT(14,14) 
Discussion
We performed molecular simulations to shed light on the microscopic behaviour of water confined in conically shaped carbon nanopores. We detected a conspicuous pore shape agitation, which enhances with increasing the cone angle or the distance from the conic tip. The agitation implies the vibration of carbon atoms, presumably induced by the pentagonal rings (in an otherwise hexagonal network of carbon rings) concentrated near the apex of the structures. Such intense vibrations resemble the relevant surface fluctuations of artificial and biological porins. However, they are unfamiliar for other customary carbon nanostructures such as nanotubes. We highlight the contrast, presenting molecular dynamics simulations of an armchair nanotube with diameter comparable to the average diameter of the referenced cones. The surface fluctuations of the carbon cones and the rigid-like status of the nanotube are confirmed in terms of gyration radius calculations and they are manifestly explained using snapshots of time frame configurations of the simulated trajectories. Understanding such nanoscale phenomena, which are notably affected by the size, shape and geometry of the confinement, is the key to better designed molecular models as elements of membrane systems and nanodevices.
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